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as fake oxys, Norcos, other opiate painkillers,
Xanax, and other club drugs, AND powder
form as heroin, some mes called “china
white” or “fent dope.”
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can happen quickly, so make sure there is narcan
on hand and that everyone knows the signs of
overdose (unresponsive, dark lips/fingernails,
pale/clammy/sweaty skin, shallow/raspy breath‐
ing, gurgling/snoring sound) and that ac on is
taken quickly!
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Please tell friends who take pills
there are fentanyl containing
counterfeits on the market in San
Francisco, throughout California, and
nationally. There is no quality control or
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regulated manufacturing process. These drugs
may contain toxic contaminants or have diﬀerent
levels of fentanyl in each batch. Even pills
produced in the same batch may have li le to
lethal levels of fentanyl.
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There have also been recent reports
of overdose deaths from point dope in
the city this month.
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